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Seeing is not seeing,

lonely the road home!
Off the treadmill,
brilliant the spring flowers.

Innumerable worlds, strung like
pearls along a path of daisies.
Listen inwardly;
Hear the wordless song.

INTEGRATION
Justin Stone

To get stuck in the Vertical (the Absolute) is to avoid Integration; it is useless. To
stay only in the Horizontal (mundane) is to let the Vashanas (habit energies) pull us around,
like a tumbleweed blown by the wind. Integration is necessary; holding fast and letting go.
Seijaku means "Stillness in the midst of activity." A true Saint is active in ttre world. After
the Great Death comes true life as one returns to the Market Place, coming down from the
top of the hundred foot pole.

Paul Reps, asked what he believed in, answered:
anything, there would be two." This is one side of the matter.

"Nothing. If I believed in

The Real within the apparent (Host within the Guest)--this is the Great Mystery.,

Spirituality
Steve Ridley

Intellectualizing about spirituality can never feed the true spiritual heart of us, nor
can religious emotionalism. These are but surface motions that do not touch the inherent
depth of wisdom-love that is the spiritual heart.
In relative, conditional consciousness, our life experience is based on what we
identify with.
With spiritual awakening, an increasing freedom in consciousness is known, and
our habitual tendency-drive to identify wittr something or someone, to acquire a measure of
security and fulfillment weakens and fades. We grow more and more into our innate
contenunent-ease which is stable, enduring and complete.

Reflections

.

Along the Way

Here arq two quotres from the classic contemplations of Chuang Tsu which may be relative to our
"practice"...of living T'ai Chi Nature and Knowing the Real (fuom Inner Chapters, ranslated by Feng and

English)'

"At the still-point in the center of the circle
one can see the infinite in aII things."
"A path is formed bY walking on

it."

VFJ INNER WORKINGS

Our appreciation goes out to all the teachers and students who are sharing themselves and their T'ai
Chi Chih experiences by writing toThe Vital Force.

Thank you, Contributors!
Current Issue Articles - In the last (March 1994) issue, we suggested "Conveying TCC Principles" as
a theme for 'The Art of Teaching" articles, and encouraged one-page Teacher Bios (with a phoo) as a means
of getting to lnow our wonderful peers. Wele happy to print responses to these requests along with many
otnir creltive contributions we've received! Just look througb the contents to take in the diverse sarpling
of experiences and inspirations coming througb TCC practitioners.

Gat[er the Dreamers, Catch thJ Dream - Be sure to read Sandra Tanner's "Update on the 9th
International Teachers'Conference" (p. 20) to sense the program and ensure your involvement' Come
celebrate the 20th Anniversary of T'ai Chi Chih!
Reserve File for Future Use - Please note VFJ has a reserve file of poetry, articles, etc. that we hold
for future use. Most written con6ibutions we receive are eventually printed; the discretion in choosing the
timing of use is generally based on seasonal and topical appropriateness. We value your input, so if your
item doesn't appeaf &is time, know it is likely being saved for an upcoming issue.

Invitation to Write

Congrahilations to the many newly or soon-to-be accredited instructors! We invite you all to share
your aspirations and discoveries as you begin innoducing TCC. VFJ's "Getting_Started" column is fomted
6y youi input! Will you tell us the news of how your first classes start up...What prompted you to leam
TbC an<l then decids to become an insffuctor...What has been most helpful to you as preparation for the
accreditation course and useful in teaching? Share your revelations and weave a supportive teachers'
interchange.

Next Issue Features

Also, in our next issue we would like to prompt some feedback from our seasoned teachers on the
following Art of Teaching theme:
"How Do You Present TCC In Your Continuing ClasseVWhat Is Your Approach and lntent?"
We encourage additional Teacher Bios (see sanrple fomrats on pages 33-35), and request you share
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r.u"o.rDirectory wilr

be the most up.todate referral and communication source among rctive teachers. To date, 200 teachers have
asked to reserve a copy of the new direcory (which is still projected for August completion). If you have
not requested your copy yet, please do so (no later than August 1). Please support the project (financially)

by purchasing your own directory copy thereby contributing to the extensive-and expensive-outreach it
represents; and show your support (intentionally) by using the directory for its purpose of promoting the
widespread grow& of TCC tbrough cmrmunicafion andreferralbenveen teachs.
May All Know Joy...In Every Movement,
Elizabeth Salada
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READERS' COMMENTARY
Thanks for a great job. I

wouldn't like to do without it.
Marl6ne Brown, Cincinnati, OH

I just returned from a Seijaku

review in Albuquerque which was very
fulfilling. It was just joyful to get around

T'ai Chi Chih folks again.
Judy Murphy, Colorado Springs, CO
The New VFJ just arrived and it's
a wonderful issue. More important than
articles by Steve or myself are the very
revealing letters from teachers.
Congratulations!
Justin Stone, Albuquerque, NM
It was gq right and nurturing for
me to be at your house, Liz, with the
other teachers for the VFJ mailing. And
the VFJ is great, as usual.
Linda Meyer, Oakland, CA
Thanks for a great newsletter/magaztne.
I always look forward to getting mine,
and it justkeeps getting better!
Ilelen Worrell, Buena Park, CA

Without a reminder, the time for
renewal is near. Also for up-dated
directory when it's published. Namast e'
Joe Apt, Minnetonka, MN
Having a Table of Contents is
very helpful...like one in the March
issue. The format sets better and better.
I like the drawings.Lthey really add a lot.
The Perspectives quotes sprinkled here
and there are like gems to trcasurc.
Vicki Brodie, Burlingame, CA.
Great spring issue--the best issue
yet, I feel . Good writing contributions
by all. I like the new contents format-easy reference.

Steve Ridley, Denver, CO

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Belatedly, we are happy to

announce the marriage of Christeen Rae
Sproehnle and G. Brian Benson which
took place in Boulder, CO; and now we
are delighted to announce the arrival of

Michael Sol (born on the Winter

Solstice). They are all at home at 16678
Stage Stop Drive, Bend, OR 97707.

Congratulations and best wishes!
,.{t{.**

On March 12, fifteen teachers
from the San Francisco Bay Area
gathered at the home of Liz Salada to
perform T'ai Chi Chih together and to

help assembleThe Vital Force. We try to
do this each time The Vital Force is ready
for distribution after Liz and. Lois have
already put in many hours of preparation.

This is a special time of

fellowship, and all are invited to help. I
mention this meeting because it was
especially nice, and because teachers in
other areas might enjoy nying this type of
exchange.

We shared information about our
classes, large or small. Those who are
not teaching at this time still expressed the
importance of T'ai Chi Chih in our lives.
We discussed different approaches which
have been successful in teaching the
rnoves and making presentations.
found these exchanges very
valuable and stimulating. It was a most
enjoyable experience.
Hope Ridley, San Mateo, CA

I
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We are most gratefulfor the area
teachers support of VFJ which is a vital
and loving contribution!
Sincere thanks,

Liz

and Lois

IMPERMANENCE
Steve Ridley

"You will live to be at least
adding, "That is your koan*!

_

years old," stated the Teacher matter of factly,

My initial 'thought response' was, "Good. If this is so I have at least another

years in this body to clear myself of illusory, Reality-inhibiting tendencies, and to

responsibly complete my work."
Actually, the Teacher's purposeful proclamation might have sent me into mild
panic, feeling that my time was extremely short, had we not just emerged from a deep
Reality-centered meditation !
Each of us has a limited time to play chosen roles in the grand process of living.
Not many know at which moment their physical life will cease. This uncertainty can in
itself be a useful, growth promoting koan for each of us.
*koan:

Japanese, meaning "a case,n a special "problem" to be solved through introspective contemplation.

ln7,en, the resolution to a koan is marked or validated by an enlightenment breakthrcugh.

Students of the Way
curiously come and go

Disciples of the Way
remain and grow
studying and living in accordnnce
with the Way
Masters of the Way
assist the Way continually
without dffirentiation or distinction.
Such individuals have no need
to toil with thought.
- Guess Who Tzu

Spirituality
Steve Ridley

When mind and body are in serene, unified alignment,
spirituality is evident.
Practitioners of TCC commonly have this experience.

wHAr IS sELr-cuH:Iffil?xt'T",
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ABour?

After-thoughts aboat my conversarton the other day on the phone with Justin Stone:
Jus"tin kept emphasizing, rightly, that T'ai Chi Ctiih is concerned solely with the
circulation and balance of the vital force (chi). That is its main purpose. I agree. I feel that
it is important to amplify that statement however, for a fuller comprehension of its
implicaiions. What is ihis chi, this vital force and mainly whal are its pri.rya.ry
manifestations related to T'ai Chi Chih and other Chi Kung practices. Beginning with its
purposes related to Justin Stone's creation of Tai Chi Chih. The two primqy purposes of
-hi development in T'ai Chi Chih are the evolution of prana and prajna. Balanced.pl?na
creates imfroved health and clarity of thinking,lower blood pressure and heightens vitality.
The development of prajna is the development of spontaneous wisdom.
So ihe daily practice of T'ai Chi Chih, Joy thru Movement,leads to the awakening
of this extraordiriary ttring called wisdom. Our decision-making ability improv-es
dramatically, we no ldnger cling to our sense of personal identity, we become channels for
higher information far beyond the limitations of ordinary thinking.
This simple praciice can transforrn our health and well-being, for sure, but it can
also transform our attitude to the life and death process. We learn how to live and how to
die, with gracious hearts and a thankful letting go. In this way wq atign ourselves with the
truty greaf teachings of the ages. For all thatggy teaching can do is show us how to let go
and trust the process called Life. Only Life Itself is omniscient, the rest of us know only
bits and pieces of the infinitudes of meanings and possibilities.
As we surrender to this joyful practice, we have many glimpses of the ever-present
Reality, just on the other side o-f thought. We smile for we know that we have touched the
hem of the gannent of our Divinity; in such moments we are free. This form of selfcultivation isall about realizing the bliss of being and the beauty of a still mind.
May we all aspire to such transparency and open ourselves to this inherent
transcendence, which appears as form. And may all of our cells smile, knowing the
wisdom of non-abiding.

"
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The greatest miracle
is the emcrgence of free LOVE
throu gh the spirtnal tr ansformntion
of the humnnheart

Steve Ridley

TCC Experiences
While doing TCC,
arms, legs, feet, head disappeared
just the rocking flow of chi I becamePulled, Stretched, Smoothly I flowed
Turns, Circles, Spirals, Ovals I became
Bones, Skin, Nails, hair ceased to be solid mass-devoid of thoughts
Currents of energy I could see

flowing and moving like

a strcam from my Tan T'ien.
Janing pains in my left ankle moved
as I saw the flow of chi moving through melike broken rock pushed aside once the flood of water flashes by.
Love,light" and tife

Jamie McDonald, Chicago, Il"

TCC Student Comments:
"You have given me an extraordinary gift and I am delighted with my T'ai Chi Chih
practice. The benefits were immediate and dramatic, more than any other form of
meditation or yoga that lve done."--Cctherine Clark, Inl<e Oswego, OR
Student of Elizabettr Tyler

For Justin
T'ai Chi Chih
gives us re-lease
sim-ple moves

filled with

jov

For
Teacher
T'ai Chi means

climb-ing moun-tains
joy-ous-ly
led by
you
- Anne Doering
T'ai Chi Chih student

T'AI CHI GARDENING

Rosalind Braga, Castro Valley, CA

T'ai Chi practice is like tending a garden. How does your garden grow?
We experience vibrant heal*r through these methods:
Gering rid of

Cultivating the soil

focusing with "feeling awareness."

Sowing the seeds of success
by regular, daily pra.ctice
when you feel like itand when
you don't feel like it.

Using Clippers
to snip off all extraneous movements
and tension so the chi flows
unencumbered.

Providing fresh air and sunlight
by practicing T'ai Chi Chih
outside and inhaling Universal Chi.

Mulching and Fertitzing
with variedreadings from the
T'ai Chi Classics and books bY

Nourishing with water

Justin and Steve.

by keeping abalanced diet with
plenty of fluids, especially water.

Crop Rotation

by practicing in different
locations so that Your Practice
does not stagnate and wither.

Staking your plant
by always being aware

pesrs

such as agitated thoughts and feelings
by emPtying the mind and

beginning student of
Tai Chi Chih.
as a

of

"lifting in the

head top" and
"being rooted in the soles of the feet."

Calting in the exPerts
by particiPating in Teacher

Using a hoe
by creating "motor pathways
in the brain" through regular
practice so that movement is

Renewals and attending workshoPs
and the Annual Conference.

Letting the soil lie fallow
by allowing PlentY of tine

effortless.

between movements for comPlete
stillness and integration.

Weeding the garden

by discarding what is not
needed and simplifying the
movement pafterns.

Harvesting the Crop

of Unlimited Chi through a
vibrant life that manifests
creativity, serenity, and joy.
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T'AI CHI CHIH AND HAND TIIERAPY
Sandy McAlister, Hayward, CA
After eight years of teaching T'ai Chi Chih I continue to be amazed by the multitude
of avenues available for teaching and the variety of applications. One of my students, Eva
Ching, is an occupational therapist specializing in hand therapy. She learned TCC about 10
years ago and recently took my class as a refresher course. In the past few years she has
been using some of the moves with her clients. She found the movements helpful for
several of her clients which weren't responding to traditional treatment. Eva felt other
therapists could benefit from knowing about T'ai Chi Chih and its clinical applications
which she has experimented with.
We put together a six hour workshop titled Clinical Use of T'ai Chi Chih,
sponsored by the Northern Califorrlia; Hand Study Interest Group. Physical and
occupational therapists attended. Eva.presented her theory on why TCC has been a
successful tool in her practice for treating people with chronic pain, and rehab of the hand.
Her case studies were inspiring.
I presented breathing exercises for relaxation, a history of T'ai Chi Chih, and 16
movements. (The group picked up the movements quickly because of their familiarity with
body mechanics.) It was emphasized that this was just an introduction, to give them a feel
for this form of movement. They received a list of teachers in the area and were
encouraged to take a complete class so should they decide to use a few moves in their
practice they could pass them on correctly, allowing for the full benefit
Participants received a certificate stating ttrat they Completed Six Hours in Clinical
Use of T'ai Chi Chih. I received a great deal of positive feedback on the workshop and it
was a lot of fun to do.
I have often asked my students to think of T'ai Chi Chih as 20 tools they'll always
have at hand to use for big or small jobs. Use a couple of moves for a few minutes for
small adjustments such as a change in attitude, or to change one's energy level. Use all 20
moves to bring about deeper more profound effects. The variety of ways to use T'ai Chi
Chih in our every day lives is endless.

.
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"Jxe"Practice

It's hard to be clever when thinking of Tai Chi Chih. It works. Why? Does it matter? I miss no
more than 2-3 days of practice each month. I krow TCC works because when things are hectic or difficult
or out of control, I can cope. I live a very busy, demanding life. I enjoy it most of the time. When things
are not as planned or expected, a little T'ai chi chih goes a long way. It helps me put up with what I must
and cannotchange or improve-even things I dislike doing.
I know if someone else had told me about the value of T"ai Chi Chih before I took classes, or even
when I was just leaming the movement, I would probably have thought they were kooky and/or disbelieved
them.
I now know after practicing and continuing o study TCC for almost six years that it is real. It
does work as Justin always says. "Do it and lerow that it works." Thank you Justin for sharing Tai Chi
Chih with all who are open to learning.
As I tell students whether they be studying Tai Chi Chih or something else, don't forget the "'P'

word"-' Practice, Practice, Practice.

ART OF TEACIIING

TCC AND HORSEBACK RIDING:

A Practical Application of

Shari Growden, Winchester,

Principles
VA

E

,w{

While teaming the spiritual discipline of T'ai Chi Chih, TCC students are exposed to the concept
that whatever the individual needs for balance in life is usually among the rewards for committed practice in
the developqrent of this art. I've found this tro be true in many areas of my life since bercoming a TCC
practitionei. One of the most gratifying-I've
experiences was the connection between some TCC principles and
been able to utilize this understanding to improve my riding
iome principles of horsebactliOing.
skills which continues to give me pleasure in life.
Riding a horse seems to be one of the few afis many people think they can get up and do without
insfuction. Often we operate on the principle when all else fails read the directions. I've lived much of my
life this way and initialiy approached riding a horse tlis way. I bought my mgre selgral- years ago and,
steered her around the ctiunty in a stjate of rather ignorant bliss. I rode frequently and for long periods of
pleasure and a minimum of spills. With the birth of my daughter ang a -nqy business, my
time with a lot of -to
riding time began decrease along with my confidence. My mare endure.d a couple oltnjuries, which gave
her l6ng periods of pampering without working. When I began to ride again my decreased confidence
producJd^a high anxiety level, which was readily communicated to the horse, who began to act on it. I
6egan to be adaid to ride and began to look at myself as someone who lacked authenticity. I was practicing
TCC regularly and teaching yet t fett I wasn't producing the results in my own life that I -was-professing to
others. t CeciOeO it was tim6 19 look at things on a very core level and figure out what kind of changes I
needed lomake.

some experts in my life at that poinq obviously in riding and also in TCC. I
the
classics and review the TCC writings of Justin and Steve. I stopped riding and
through
began to'search
le;ned to do some gfound work with the horse and spent most of my time in an enclosed area when I began
to ride again. I enflsted the help of an expert horseman and long time friend and began to ride under the
supelvision of another excellent horserr,an in the area, in an effort O find a new perspective and some added
support. I also began reading some riding books and made the connection of interchanging these pllgples.One of the most important TCC principles is keeping the back straight during practice. This had
new meaning when applied to keeping my balance in the saddle. Leaning forward or slumping in the saddle
creates an unbalanced seat and d&reases the chances of staying in the saddle if a horse jumps or bucks or

I felt the need of

quickly.
even stops
-One
of tire things I've noted over the years in watching skilled horsemen ride, is the sense of lower
body weightiness with loose relaxed upper torso. The T'ai Chi Classics starc: "Strengthen the thighs,
loosen the shoulders and let the chi sink down." The application of this principle and the concentration in
the feet ("imagine ttre feet being rooted in the ground") gives a new perspective and sense of confidence in

i

the saddle.

Relax and sink is spoken over and over in the classics. Relax and sit down in the saddle is the
frequent urging of a riding instructor. The type of relaxation needed in both arts is an auitude, an attitude of
awareness and presence in one's body, projecting confidence and alerhess in your ability to do the task at
hand. This is expressed in a soft facial appearance and also by one's breathing. Breathing conveys much
about a person's emotional state to other people and animals. Holding breath or rapid breathing projects a
sense of danger to an animal and a horse's response to danger is flight. To a human opponent this is
conveyed as a one down position of another and an opporqmity to achieve an

edge.

t0

f

Relaxed brea&ing has to do with an open relaxed abdomen and being in our center, our point of
balance and will, just below the navel. Experiencing this point of balance is necessary to achieve proper
execution of TCC movements and to feel a sense of coordination and balance with a horse. Another quote
from the classics shtes "being able to breathe properly leads to agility." Anyone who has experience the
feeling of a relaxed open abdomen and a concrete sense of simultaneous pleasure and empowerrrent, I
believe would agree that the discipline of daily practice for either of these fine arts is worth the effort
A final comparison is that of quiet hands in riding and soft wriss in TCC. By keeping the wrists
soft and relaxed in TCC practice the meridians are kept open allowing the chi to be expressed through the
hands. The hands do not move independently of the waist and legs. In riding, the horse is guided and
moved by the legs. Hand cues arc in conjunction with leg movement and for reinforcement of leg cues.
Uncoordinated and unnecessary hand movements are not only initating to a horse, but confusing, expecially
to a young horse.
In conclusion, I have worked hard with TCC practice and spent a lot of very focused time in the
saddle. My TCC movements have increased in potency and continuity. My mare and I are enjoying each
other with increased confidence and unity. There are no subsdotes for disciplined practice and quality
instruction. It is my hope that by sharing this experience of a practical application of TCC principles will
encourage others and open new doors ofselfrevelation.

"As yott grow more relaxed you become less afraid. As you become less afraid you grow more relaxed."
Professor Cheng Man-Ching
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TIIB ART OF TEACIIING

A PRINCIPLE IN MIND
Ed Altman, Redmond, WA

Have you ever examined a situation in which a child or pet is misbehaving? No
matter how much you try to control them they will not respond. A wonderful thing happns
when you place your fuil attention on them, lnd stop tryirig to change their behavior. Their
breathing grows quiet, and they become still.
The same principle works with your mind. The mind does not re-spond by peing
ordered to "be stiil!' This usually has the opposite effect. However, when the mind is
observed very closely, without any attempt toControl it, the breath becomes quiet, and the
mind is led to stillness.
Many of us spend our "personal work" trying to improve o_urselves.- This often
involves ttying to chinge the wdy we think, and act toward others. We stryg-gJe to be free
of petty thilughts, act is we think we should, and often negate 9yr ow-n feelings. .Many
attimpts to c-hange our behavior have little effect because stubborn habit energies are
involved. We are trying to become something we're not, and this can lead to difficulty.

InZen we work to discover our true nature, or in Justin's words "who and what
we are". This does not involve changing anything. It is observing the mind in action, and
accepting what is seen without auempting til modify ir When the mlnd is-engaged in.this
practice It is easily brought to stillness. The immersion of the mind in stillness, especially
iluring T'ai Chi Chih, will tretp the sincere student experience deeper benefits from their
practice.
Forsaking the world within,
We create another
Around ourselves.

Practice deepens
Teaching enlivens
Both expand.
Ellen Tatge

Ed Alrnan

TCC PRESENTATION: LOOK WIIO'S TALKING
Ellen Tatge, Albuquerque, NM
I was asked to talk to the employee "wellness" program delegates in the
Presbyterian Hospital System at their monthly meeting. When I_got up, I asked how much
time I had and was told 'five minutes." It was clear to me that the only way to convey the

power of T'ai Chi Chih in such a short time frame was to simply_49_th" movements, so
ifter a couple of introductory sentences, I did two movements. Ivlidway through, th-ere
was the feeling that the room and its habitants took a sigh of relief as people relaxed in
reponse to the movements. In a conversation later with the program director, she said,
"Ellen, that was a very impressive presentation! Everyone was very excited about it." I
have received numerous calls as a result of this brief presentaion. I would counsel anyone
doing presentaions to remember to "let T'ai Chi Chih do the talking."
IT

GETTING STARTED

AM

I

READY TO TEACH?

Hope Burla, San Leandro, CA
Since I attended Teacher Training last June in Alameda, CA, I have been doing a lot
of soul-searching regarding my readiness to teach. Health problems and other imbalances
in my life have denied me sufficientenergy to give as a teacher in addition to my on-going
commitments of marriage, parenthood and employment, not to mention personal
growtt/development! Originally,I chose to attend the training, not so much to become a
formal T'ai Chi Chih teacher, but to deepen my practice and to work more intensely on
fonn. My coaches told rne I was ready for the training; Steve accredited me. Yet, inside, I
did not feel the call, nor the readiness, to teach.
Now, nearly a ye:u later, I still do not feel ready to teach. My health is improving
and T'ai Chi Chih continues to be an important part of my life, deepening my spiritual
awareness and helping me to discern my path at decision points in my life. In recent years,
even before T'ai Chi Chih,I have been working toward achieving integration in my life: a
balance of body, mind and spirit. Of course, it is a life-time, even life-timgg, work--and-I realize that teaching T'ai Chi cannot wait until a teacher is fully evolved. But--I *rink it is
important to remember that, as teachers of T'ai Chi Chih, we are opening a door for our
students, to a path of personal evolvement, if they choose to follow it. We, as certified
teachers and practitioners, know what a profound influence T'ai Chi can become in our
lives, a catalyst for major change on many levels. In order to be of help to our students
when they encounter such personal upheavals, we have to have walked down that path
ourselves--and come through to a measure of wisdom in our own personal
transformations.
have been studying and practicing T'ai Chi Chih now for four years. I
recognize and accept that students do look up to their teacher-as the! shoul.d. At a
recent T'ai Chi Chih Teachers Gathering the discussion covered experiences of running
into students outside the classroom. One comment was made that a particular student,
crossing paths with a teacher in a grocery stole, seemed surprised that T'ai Chi teachers do
such mundane activities as shopping--or perhaps even eating! Yes, it is natural for a
student to look up to a teacher, to respect that person, to see him/trer as a role model-particularly when teaching something like T'ai Chi. My belief is, that as T'ai Chi teachers,
we should have a deeply spiritual perspective in our lives: while we do grocery shop,
maybe we do it differently: may be we live with morc mindfulness, doing whatever it is
that we are doing, more fully, consciously, responsibly. In other words, our spirituality is
integrated with the rest of our lives.
I know I am not presently ready to be a role model. It is truly a profound
responsibility, as well as an honor, to teach something ltkeT'ai Chi Chih; I simply do not
feel worthy to do so at this point in my life.
I believe that, when I am ready, when I have evolved enough, there will be students
for me to teach. Until then, my energies: physical, mental and spiritual, need to be
devoted to evolving to further balance. I am learning to trust the process and let the chi
guide me. My continued contact with other T'ai Chi teachers, and with Justin and Steve
when possible, will also help me. After all, you are all mI role models utdWlteachers in
much more than T'ai Chi!!!

I
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TCC APPROACII TO IIEALING
Carolyn Shaw, Albuquerque, NM
(ftom Albuquerque TCC News)

Here is a note to express my gratitude to Justin and to T'ai Chi Chih. Not only does T'ai Chi
Chih bring us immediate joy but continues to transform our experience far into the future.
iwould like to ihare a recent experience. As many of you know I broke my right leg (the fibula
near the ankle) on December 9. When I got out of the cast and was weight-bearing again, I began trying the
T'ai Chi Chih movements.
At frst the only movements I could approximate were Rocking Motion and Bird Flaps lts Wings.
Every day I would gaug-e my will to do Tai Chi Chih against the competence of my muscles. The stiffuess
ttat naO iet in as a protection device for the injury gradually gave way (is giving way) to the healing flow
of the Chi. Last week I finally could do the entire series and yesterday I joined the group for T'ai Chi Chih
practice. I sense daily imprwement in my strength and in the smoothness of the motions. I definitely
recommend using T'ai Chi Chih as a means of tuning in and flowing with the life force as a therapeutic
approach.

Again, thanks to Justin for this wonderful gift that he so generously gives to us all.

MAKING A DIFTERENCE

Carnen Brocklehurst, Albuquerque, NM
(With permission from TCC News, Albuquerque)

Why do the students come time after time to T'ai Chi Chih class, and then to a second class and
then on to the advanced classes? They tell it best in the stories of what Tai Chi Chih has meant to them.
She asked, as we started the third week (being very shy and moving as if she weren't comfortable
in her body), "Are you sure anyone can learn to do T'ai Chi Chih?" My reassurance to her was that if I
could learn it" anyone could. It is always very touching that they are willing to believe what we say. She
sfayed.

During the last class
the story- orn shy lady shared.

I

asked each person

o

tell us what Tai Chi Chih had meant to them. This is

Her mbther is an elderly woman and is now in a nursing home. She intended that her mother live
with her until the en( but with her mother's special medical problems, that was not to be possible.
Watching her mother decline more and more each day became very depressing, until the feeling became a
way of life. She started to take Tai Chi Chih. Each class began to make her feel that something was
happening, not on the outside, but on the inside. Then, about six weeks into the class, one morning she
woke up and knew that she was going to be OK. The depression was gone.
Her mother's condition bas not improved, but hers has, and now when she visits her mother, she
lnows that things are OK. She ended her story with a shy smilq and said, "['m glad I stayed wittr this. It
srne has madea differcnce.'
As T'ai Chi Chih Teachers, we hear sbries like this one all the time. The theme is the same:
"T'ai Chi Chih has made a big difference in my life." Justin has sometimes said, "Perhaps, some day, if
enough people do Tai Chi Chih, we will see a difference in the world." As Tai Chi Chih Teachers, I thfuik
that our answer to Justin is, "Not some day; it is happening NOW."
Many, many thanks to all of you, who because you have been touched by Tai Chi Chih, reach out
to share with others.
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STUDENT'S RECOVERY

Lucille Boman,

San Clemente,

CA

About one week after a back operation, I decided to try Tai Chi Chih to help my recovery. I was
able to get out of bed and walk short distances. I was alone in the room, so I walked to the other empty bed
by the window. I to[ched the foot of the bed for support once in awhile. My legs were wobbly.
I started the first movement. I could not sway on my feet, so I stood still and moved my arms.
Then I started the platter, and I could not balance with the left foot forward, so I stood straight fbr both
platter movements and the rest that followed. I did not dare bend my knees. I remember it was cold in the
room. As I continued T'ai Chi, I felt warmer.
Daughter on the Mountain Top and in the Valley felt so good in my chest. My right ann was
very sore where I had been injured, but it didn't matter, for after a few repetitions, I felt a marveious opening
of my chesl It was as if my chest was filling with air and strength. I kept my inhales and exhales in time
with my movements. That felt so good. I was able to graduatly breathe deeper and-deeper without pain. It
was becoming easier to move" It felt like little pockets or comers inside were popping open or being
released in some unknown way.
I stopped that first time with Push/Pull. I felt a little strained strnding that long. An aide came in
and intemrpted me, and I went back to bed. The second time I tried Tai Chi Chih in my room, I continued
on from where I had stopped the first time. Pulling Taffy was hard due to crossing past my mid-section
wittr a slight nvist. I mostly skipped it. Whatever parr I did I felt a lifr of energy. Af nrst ii only lasted a
short time.
When I retumed home a few days later I tried practice each day. I was stronger now, my legs
werent 99 wobbly, and I could put one foot in front and sway. I could turn now for Pulling Taify.-I
finally did all the movements.
Then, 3 weeks after my operation, my daughter, who was staying with me for a week, drove me to
tfe Tai Chi Chih practice at Santa Margarita i-ate wnere I joined oth'er Jtudents. I was able to go tbrough
tbe entire fomt with much more ease than I've experienced before. What a nice lift that was! A tot of my
discomfort disappems after doing Tai Chi Chih.
I now walk l0 minutes to a small park near my home and do TCC practice and walk home. It
takes me a little less than an hour. I feel warmer, I breathe deeper, and my discomfort disappears for several
hours.
Tai Chi Chih is wonderful therapy for me.
The above testhnony for TCC was written by one of Tais Hoffnwn,s
students who was in a serious accident on her bic.vcle recentlv

The Self is unwavering.
Abide in the SeIf.

Whatever cotnes and goes,
be that SeIf.
Coming and going,
you are free.

Yogr Pranananda
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ART OF TEACIIING

T'ai Chi Chih Principles Handout

from Tara Stiles, Sacramento CA
1) Relaxed, yet focused. Quiet mind-sink consciousness to belly and feet'
2) Feet--yinning and yanging. Movement originates in the legs and feet, moves through
anns and hands.
3) Move with SM@THNESS AND CONTINUITY--Iike a suing of pearls...moving as a
whole...
4) Breathing is deep and diaphragmatic. Cultivate flowing-breath...4pryPg ?nd
cooriinated with the inovdments though now willfully controlled by the mind.
Check to open and relax the diaphragfr "gate", and oiher "gates" its you stand in
grounded position.
5) Shoulders relaxed. Elbows hang. Wrist and finger joints fluid and flexible. (Can use
hand massage beforehand.)
6) Solidness and Rootedness in lower body and legs...lightness in arms and head. Back
of head suspended from sky.
?) Focus and develop your sense of energy in all things.- In T'ai C$ we. gather,.stimulate
and refine chi, then we concentratE, assimilate and store it. Practice regulady in a

'

peaceful place.

8)'

movement Cultivate prc^qly.il.a9tivrty. I€J it compliment
Irt the spirit of T'ai Chi teach and nurture you'
-ENJOY.
AND
RELAX
IT WILL

Seek quietness within the

other disciplines and practices.

move like

a strand
of pearls

a

L..-.,

DyannaChowka
Eastsound,

WA

Class Discussion of PrinciPles
Joanne Sultar, Berkeley, CA shares the following TCC principles which are discussed
in the frst class session ahd continually throughout the course:
1. self-acceptance and ease in the leaming process2. learning io focus in on own body awareness and to care for individual needs
during class time (e.g. sitting when tired)

3. slowness, evenness and continuity of movements
4. training the mind to focus on aspects of themovements
5. solid 69 work - strength of feel and legs; lightness, 'emptiness' of upper part of
body

6. sinking energy to bottom of feet, letting energy settle
7. guidelines for practice

l.

QUOTES ON TCC PRACTICE PRINCIPLES
Rosa S. Fallon, Pittsburg, CA
Movement Quality The first necessary thing to do before you start moving is to relax. "It is

importrnt to maintain complete relaxation while doing the movements, as muscular tension would prevent
the bhi' from flowing througb the proper channels." *[1]
2. Posture Preparation When you come into tbe resting pose, tuck in your pelvis, relax your abdomen,
unlock your knees, try to center your weight in both of your feet, find your roots, feel stable and balanced,
rela;r your upper body, round slightly your shoulders, chest, and your hands are cupped. The head and torso
arc held in erect position, feel that the head is suspended from above, like a wire from the ceiling is holding
ir (Review "Corr@t Practice" on p. 28 in Tai Chi Chih text.)
3. How to Move We want to start moving with "sofmess and continuity", like "swinming through heavy
air" (or "moving slow motion in a dream"). "Though We are relaxed and the hands are soft, the air is felt to
be very heavy as the hands move through it, fingers spread apafl. This may appear contradictory, but it is
nol It is easy to feel the air as heavy and still keep the hands slightly cupped and relaxed." *[1]
4. Circularity This is an important aspect of Tai Chi Chih because round areas attftrct'chi', while straight
or stiff movements and postures contribute to the stagnation of the chi. 'Throughout the enacunent of
postures, we create circles, ovals, and ellipses, connected by supportive curves and spirals so that chi is
continually activate4 increased and contained." *[2]
5. Alignmenr To help refine our alignment of movements we can pause-rest at differcnt points of the
movements in order to adjust the weight displacement. The movements always start in the lower part of
our body, from the legs, then the amrs and hands follow. We don't want our hands to go ahead in the
movements, quite the opposite. (*Paraphrased 2]. 'In the beginning we are apt to focus too much on the
hands, while, in truth, it is the legs which ware "yinning and yanging". It is vitd tnat we bend the larees
ard shift our weight from the left to right and back again." *[1]
6. Synchronicity It is important not to lose the impulse while moving. "Without proper synchronization
and coordination, the chi flow is intemrpted, jarred, weakened, and it loses its momentum." *(2)
7. Focus While perfoming Tai Chi Chih, and coming to a rest, we need to focus our attention in Tan
T'ien, a point 2" below our navel; this is the point where we want to accumulate the chi that we generated
while performing the circular movements of TCC. It is the center of our body and from here the chi is
distributed. Also because that's sometimes a difficult place to find, we can instead, focus our asention in
the soles of our feet or "bubbling spring". We should be here and now through all our practice, empty our
mind of thoughts; we should have an "unclouded mind." That's because the chi follows our thought and we
want to direct that energy down to the roots of our body to Tan Tien and let it spread from there.
8. Absorbing the "Chi" By the end of every movement, we come to the resting pose to let the chi settle in
our body, to let the yin and yang forces become one again. By the end of our practice it is important to sit
for awhile quiet and still. That's because we want to absorb the energy Oat we generated in our body, we
don't want to waste it away. "I'm sure you have enjoyed praoicing TCC with a group or with a friend and
have noticed that the uplift generated during practice became reduced to blowing off nervous energy. The
potential contribution toward restoration and transformation was largely lost. An analogy might be
preparing a meal and throwing it in the garbage can." *[3]
9. Practice T'ai Chi Chih is cumulative, so as much as we practice, the more results we'll feel. In Bill
Moyer's priogram, "Healing and the Mind" on TV, a 90 yea old Tai Chi Ch'uan master was saying that tai
chi has no secret, if you practice you'll feel the results. "Give yourself o Tai Chi Chih! for 30 minutes
each day. Praaice regulady. The Chinese say: "You cannot appease the hunger by reading the menu. It is
only tbrough practice that you get rich rewards.' *(l)
r'[1] Tai Chi Chih-Joy Thru Movement by Justin Stone
*[2] Perspectives...in Motion and Stillness by Steve Ridley
*[3] "Following TCC Practice" by Steve Ridley in The Vital Force, Spring 193.
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READERS RESPOND
In the last VFJ mailing, we included a postpaid postcard to subscribers who were
not teachers asking them who introduced them to TCC and what has TCC involvement
meant to them. We received twelve rcsponses which we would like to share with you.
Alyse Meyer, Arcata, CA: My motler, Linda Meyer is a teacher; involvement means a
new look at life and I'm healthier.
Florence Okie, White Bear Lake, MN: Saw an advertisement for TCC classes in a
chiropractor's office; teacher was Sister Germain. TCC means peacefulness, centering,
starting a day with a clear mind and energy.
SusanMarie Swartzel, Portland OR: Elizabeth Tyler was my teacher; TCC means inner
peirce, more focus and energy; lots of things are just passing clouds instead of upsetting me.
Mary Ann Wamhoff, Clayton, MO: Found Teacher Sr. Alice Holden through a St.
Louis, MO church bulletin. It has meant balancing through major life transitions and for
my work as a massage therapist. (Need teacher training course in St. Louis, soon!
Please!)

Dorothy Emery D.C, Leavenworth, KS: Heard about it at a conference in Dallas. I
need a teacher. I feel this path is right--just a beginning.

Sue Parks, Woodinville, WA: Heard about TCC through Evergreen Hospital in
Kirkland. Jeanne Beatty-Jacobs is my cuffent teacher. I have a chronic balance disorder
but taking TCC has given me a second chance. If I continue to improve I'd like to become
a teacher, focusing on health and life changes possible through TCC practice. I would like
to see more articlesinThe Vital Force focusing on health and life changes.
Susan DiGregario, Punta Gorda, FL: I practice T'ai Chi--would like to know the
differences between T'ai Chi and T'ai Chi Chih.
Patricia Campbell, OSF, Guilford, IN: At the Wholistic Growth Resources in Little
Falls, MN is where I was introduced to TCC. Srs. Francis Kay and Jackie Kingsbury
taught me-bringing calmness, centering--a gentle approach to daily exercise.
Marilyn Fordney, Oxnard, CA: Taught by Pamela Towne in Camarillo, CA. TCC has
meant spiritual uplift, I'm mor€ relaxed and less tense daily, better able to cope with stress,
my physic energy has been enhanced, my creative energy is boundless. Would like a
section in VFJ on psychic energy enhancement by those that practice TCC and some of
their experiences.
Joy Spoerke, W. Palm Beach FL: Asilomar and Grand Teton Retreat; Carmen
Br6cklehurst, teacher; TCC has helped me to slow down.
Kathy Vieth, St. Louis, MO: Introduced to TCC at a workshop in Southern Missouri.
Learning by Justin and Steve's video tapes now. TCC has increased my chi flow; I'd like
to do teacher training soon.
N.T. Brown, Centreville, MD: Learned about TCC in Taos, NM and have taught myself
with Justin's book. Have found the movements to be very beneficial, both physically and
spiritually.
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NOTES TO TEACIIERS

NON-ACCREDITED TCC TEACHERS
Steve Ridley

If you become aware of a non-accredited TCC teacher in your area, please
communicate to them that Justin Stone wants them to complete the teacher training course
in TCC before they offer classes. Offer to assist them if possible, in completing their class
and help prepare them for a future accreditation course. Communication is the key, not
reprimand.
As a general rule, it would be good for you to announce our policy about becoming
accredited to teach TCC in classes,.especially to those who feel inspired to work in this
way. This should help ward off the othenvise commendable ambition of desiring to share
TCC without first becoming cenified.
TCC Principle:
Be sure to rest in stillness between movement patterns, to fully assimilate what you
have generated in motion. Come back to 'neutral'before generating the thought to perform
the next
- Steve Ridley

Pattem-

TIIOUGHTS FROM JUSTIN
(from Albuquerque TCC News)

In the past several months I have had T'ai Chi Chih teachers, as guests, from Norttr
Dakota, Washington state and California. Other visitors have passed through and joined
the Tuesday morning T'ai Chi Chih practice sessions at my house. None of these people
had any trouble fitting into the sessions and leading them when it was their turn to do so.
Whether it was Jaya, Chris, Jean, Patrick (Chris's former husband), Sandy, Ed and Noel,
or Virginia Harford, all were doing the same movements and knew the order of movements
of T'ai Chi Chih. This is surprising. After a[, teachers have spread out through much of
the world. T'ai Chi Chih is now being taught in Hong Kong, New Zealand, Ecuador,
Chile, the Philippines, Mexico, Canada, etc. Yet the quality and progression of the T'ai
Chi Chih movements have remained constant. No one that we know of is teaching a
different T'ai Chi Chih. This is the great strength of T'ai Chi Chih. The integrity of the
teachers. has kept the order and movements themselves intact. Rec-ently I yrgte a letter
saying, in no uncertain terms, I do not want new movements brought into T'ai Chi Chih
and I do not want a long connected form that would eventually identify us as a minor
variation on T'ai Chi Ch'uan. As long as T'ai Chi Chih is taught honestly the way it has
been learned in the Teachers' Training Courses, just so long will T'ai Chi Chih continue to
grow and to provide benefits to many people. If enough people do T'ai Chi Chih as it was
originally conceived, we might even have peace in the world.
lg

UPDATE ON THE 9th INTERNATIONAL TEACHERS' CONFERBNCE
Sandra Tanner

With yet three months before the conference, we already have over fifty teachers
registered! That's almost three-quarters of our reserved capacity at Vallombrosa. What a
strong beginning for this strong and beautiful event!
These are the primary benefits noted by attendees at former conferences:
- Being with and learning directly fromT'ai Chi Chih's originatnr, Justin Stone
- getting to practice T'ai Chi with a group of teachers, and under the guidance of master
t eacher, Steve Ridley

- networking and

b

eing immcr s ed in fellow ship

I began to feel more of awholeness within me.
- I had feelings of awakefulness, renewed energy, timclessness, spacelessness.
- I wish every TCC teacher could experience this unity and could enjoy being with Justin

-

and Steve together.
- I'mfeeling like a member of the TCC family now.
- Gertng nfether andbeing able to pickup tnformationfrom all the other teachers is truly

helpfulto

mp.

- Getting a rechnrge for my personal practice of TCC.

Clearly the benefits from attending the annual T'ai Chi Chih Teachers'Conference are
profound, and there are many which can't even be put into words. If you haven't algady
iegistered, do consider doing so. This is a unique opportunity to be deeply nourished,
renewed and refreshed in your practice, your teaching and your life.
Here are some special features and final details of the 9th Annual TCC Conference:

CONFERENCE JOURNAL - A display board for pictures and comments by attendees
throughout the conference, and a place for non-attendees to be included. (Send a
note to me or with another attendee for posting.)
DISPLAYIEXHIBITS/SALES - If you're intending to sell T-shirts or have other
display needs, you must request space beforehand so that we may locate a
place for you.

IDEA SIIARING - There will

be an open time on Saturday for the sharing of issues
and ideas, teaching techniques or other practices related to T'ai Chi Chih.

DATES/TIMES - AUG. 12-14. Conference begins Friday with 3 pm check-in, a
group practice strrts at 5 pm; ends at 3 pm Sunday.
FEE. $220 until Tuly 22, shared double room, all meals. (Sorry, all the single rooms are
taken. Consider a nearby motel if this is critical). Commuter -$170 until July 22,
(meals but no lodging).

CONTACT - Sandra Tanner, R.R. 2, Box

1171, North Mankato,

507/388-1904

20

MN 56003

June

6-11

June 11

TCC Teacher Training with Steve Ridley' Albuquerque, NM
F'III, I,
VFJ Mailing and Teacher Social follows a 1 pm TCC Practice.
Hosted by Lois Mahaney. San Lorenzo. CA RSVP 510/276-5718

TCC-Meditation Day with Steve Ridley, Alameda, CA
Contacf Liz Salada,1477 - 155th Ave., San Leandro, CA94578
As space is limited. preregistration is required by May 2.
June 20-25 TCC Teacher Training with Steve Ridley, Alameda, CA

18
Sat.

June

CANCELLED
July 11-18 TCC Teacher Training with Steve Ridley, Fargo,

ND

Contact: Chris Mclain, 2109 3rd St. North, Fargo, ND 58102

$45

$380

GATHER THE DREAMERS
CATCH THE DREAM

August gth Annual International
12.14 T'AI CHI CHIH TEACHERS' CONFERENCE
Menlo Park, CA

Contact Sandra Tanner
RR2, Box 171,
North Mankato, MN 56003
507/388-1 904

August

20

September

12-17
October 1
Sat.

October
10-15
Nov. I
December
10
1995

August
4-6

Extended Deadline for Fall Equinox Issue of The Vital Force. Send in your
conference feedback. photos. news. articles. etc.
TCC Teacher Training with Steve Ridley, Denver,
$380
Contacu Steve Ridley, 1921 Jasmine St., Denver, CO 84220
Phone 303/322-7717 $190 deposit due by August 12.
VFJ Mailing and Teacher Social follows a 1 pm Practice.
Hosted byLiz Salada, 1477-I55th Ave., San Leandro, CA
RSVP and l)ire.ctions: 5l O/21 ?,-7261
TCC Teacher Training with Steve Ridley, San Diego, CA $380
Contacc Susan Webster Voice mail 1-80G473-8857
VFJ Deadline for Winter Solstice Issue--Send your seasonal news
VFJ Mailing & Teacher Celebration after 1 pm TCC Practice
Hosted by Lois Mahaney, 1633 Via Amigos, San Lorenzo, CA
RSVP end l)irections: 51 0/21 6-57 1R

CO

10th International Teachers Conference, Denver, CO
Contacu Pat Hill, 1420 Kingsbury Ct., Golden, CO 80401; 303123I-995I
or Bryan James. 11558 W. Arizona Ave.. Lakewood. CO 80232
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KEYS FOR SUCCESSFUL T'AI CHI CHIH

PRACTICE:
One's mental-physical attitude is a most important
consideration in TCC practice. Each movement should be met
with sensitive attentiveness. While practicing, one is
simultaneously aware of the surrounding environment and
int

e

rnnlly

t

r ans it io nin

g

st at e s

of

c o n s c i o u s n e s s.

One enters into a'feeling connection' with earth and slcy,
opening the soles of the feet and crown of the head to freely
drink energy. Abiding within the lower tan t'ien one is stable
amidst yin andyang actions.

openly vibrant like an infant (no

sofi.

One's abdomen is
holdiny!). Breathing is

Hands and feet are energetically

uninhibited.
One's eyes are relaxed yet attentive. The spine is light,
agile and energized.

While expressing a yin characteristic one is rooted in
yang and vise versa, to ward off involvement with extremes
while preserving the important principle of circularity.
In practice one stands firmly like a tree while effortlessly
and potently J'lowing like a river.
Body-mind stillness following movetnent practice is the
best possible complement, whether using standing or seated
styles of meditation.
Steve Ridley
1921 Jasmine Street

Denver, CO 80220

303t322-77r7
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ENLIGHTENMENT
Justin Stone

*, r' *(t"f,Ti?f; il:t,3;ffi illlf":llT",

NM )

One Zen Master told his disciples that, after they have experienced Enlightenment,
they should forget it as it is of absolutely no use in life. This is misleading to those
inexperienced ones who read it. After a true enlightenment experience, one is never the
same, even though he consciously forgets the joy and fulfillment and goes on to work for
others. In Znn practice, particularly in Rinzai Zen (which uses the Koan practice), it iS
possible to force a premature Satori experience through overly-zealous practice, and the
results of the experience will soon fade. This is the danger of this kind of practice. Better
is the slow maturing that leads to the'instantaneous' Satori. It is possible to have many
Satori experiences in a lifetime. Hakuin, one of Japan's two greatest teachers, reports
having had quite a few of the "great joys" and innumerable smaller experiences. This
reminds us of Ramakrishna, the Indian Saint who, in his mature years, was often in a
perpetual state corresponding to Satori, to the extent that he was unconscious of the
everyday world for long periods of time. Such a state would be misunderstood in the West,
where doctors might diagnose it as hysteria.
Zen says that you must leave each state as it is experienced, as a cloud floats across
the sky, stopping at no one place. For complete non-attachment, nothing should be clung
to, even enlightenment. And this term, enlightenment, is used differently in different
cultures. As I have pointed out before, ttre enlightenment of the great Rishi in India was far
different from the Buddhist enlightenment in China and Japan.
It is possible to mistake a conceptual state, in which things are supposedly
understood, for a genuine enlightenment experience, where "understanding" is the least of
the concerns. Experiencing something, living something, manifesting it, is far different
from having an intellectual understanding. Words play no part in the genuine article, and
the realization of this Unity often leaves one tongue-tied. InZnn terms, Enlightenment is
chopping wood and drawing water. Those who look for the miraculous or the showy are
up the wrong creek. My Indian teacher said that only an enlightened man (perhaps the
teacher) could tell you of YOUR enlightenment. If someone says, "I'm enlightened!" you
can be sure he's a million miles.away. Only the teacher, or one like the teacher, can
confirm the student's status. His words that he has gone past the teacher would give him

away.

There is Reality in the events of the world, particularly those having to do with
nature. The trick is in the eye of the beholder.
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ALBUQUERQUE NEWS

T'AI CHI CHIH ON PBS TELEVISION
We anticipate a thirteen week series of T'ai Chi Chih being offered by Public
fall 1994 season.
KNME-TV, the PBS station in Albuquerque, New Mexico will be offering this
series to all PBS stations in the United States. Press Kits announcing the program are to be
mailed by KNME to all PBS Stations in the United States the first week in August. It
would be a good idea for you, as teachers, and your students to start requesting this
program anytime after the 15th of July. This will allow the local PBS station in your arba
to be aware of the desire and availability of this program before the fall season program
planning begins. The name of the program will be, T'ai Chi Chih (Joy Thru Movement).
We found in the past (Bill Moyer's PBS Program - The Mystery of Chi)_that_any
mention of T'ai Chi on TV usually means an increase of students in our T'ai Chi Chih
classes. With this program, we as T'ai Chi Chih teachers, need to prepare ourselves not

Service Television for the

only for bigger classes but more classes.

Included in each Press Kit will be a list of T'ai Chi Chih Teachers in the PBS
viewing area so that when calls come into the station, the teacher names will be available if
requested.

This series will be hosted by Carmen Brocklehurst and will consist of teaching and
reviewing T'ai Chi Chih movements. There will be on screen appearances by Justin Stone
who will provide additional insights into the movements.

ALBUQUERQUE CENTER
(from Albuquerque TCC News)
If the Albuquerque T'ai Chi Chih Association (Center) gets off the ground in
September, it may have six months of relatively tough sledding and then should pick up
speed and soar ahead--this is my feeling. There must be financial security assured at the
start, and then later, I think these and other activities will begin to furnish additional
income:

1. A monthly lecture by Justin Stone, all proceeds to go to the Center.
Appearance of guest speakers
3. Teachers'Training and Seijaku Courses
4. Rental of the facility on certain evenings; etc.
In addition to tax-sheltered donations (as the Center will be a tax-exempt enterprise,
we believe), there must be a guarantee of enough rental money coming in from classes to
assure the rent will be paid, and the insurance, telephone, utilities, etc. as well as purchases
of folding chairs and other necessities. To put it baldly, if the center is to survive the first
six months, (donations from interested persons accepted) local teachers will be asked to
give a minimum of $45 a month which would cover the rent for three Courses a month;
$15 for each additional session. It won't be easy, but the benefits of the Center will accnre
as time goes on.

2.
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TEACHER NEWS:
Monday, March 28, the Marco Polo Cruise ship was in the Port of Napier all day.
We were asked to meet the Mayor of Monte Sereno, California to show her the highlights
of Napier, NZ. We did take her to meet our Mayor, Alan Dick, which pleased her very
much. She asked me about T'ai Chi but I don't believe she really knows the differences in
T'ai Chi. She uses Jane Fonda's exercise tape and finds it very boring. She tried Yoga but
did not come home with a daily routine she could use and follow. I hope someone near
Monte Sereno will contact the Mayor and tell her about T'ai Chi Chih classes. You might
mention that Theda from Napier, NZ requested that we help her.
Theda Gillespie, Napier, NZ

Colorado Teachers Planning Meeting for
195 Conference in Denver-Februry 19%

COLORADO TEACHERS NEWS
(taken from the locatTCC Instructors Newsletter)

The T'ai Chi Chih and Meditation Workshop was GREAT! There werc29 per'sons
in attendance, including 10 TCC teachers. For some it was a renewal while for others it
was a wonderful initiat experience. There already have been inquiries as to when the next
Workshop will take place. A BIG SPECIAL THANKS to everyone who participated,
especially STEVE for the abundance of CHI that was presenL
Colorado will host the 10th Annual fnternational Conference at the Regis
University Campus (West 50th and Lowell) on &gusl-4:!6-1D5. We are truly excited
about bringing this important conference to Colorado.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA TEACHER NEWS
Leslie Johnson-Irech, San Diego, CA

Two groups of senior adults practice TCC on a continuing basis with me each
week. About six months ago a group member gave me a T-shirt that had been designed for
WATER WAYS, a workshop for children at the Point Loma Arts Academy in San Diego-a
church affiliated program aimed at nurturing individual creativity. I'd like to share the
quote on the T-shirt and a couple of quotes that appeared in the printed workshop program.

WATERWAYS
(quote on the T-shitt)

"The world turns softly--not to spill its lakes and rivers.
The water is held in its arms and the sky is held in the water.
{<*{<{.{r

"Ocean--Where the land ends, and even older world begins
Here, limits disappear."
,F {s * ,1. 4.
We are standing waves
each one of us.
Our bodies are not containers
for the water inside of them.
It is the water that holds
our bodies together.

It seems to me that the children who participated in this program were very lucky, indeed!
Also, I shared Sr. Antonia Cooper's paragraph about Honoring (p. 31, VFJ March
1994) with my students at San Diego State University's extension program. At the end of
the class one of my students shared another way to honor each other's presence.
NAMASTf --When you are in your heart and I am in mine, we are not only one
with each other but with the universe in light, love and uuth.

Tais Hoffman, San Clemente, CA: I'm keeping quite busy with alt my classes. I just
returned from four days in Palm Springs doing classes at a spa there. The main thing is
that I'm having lots of fun!
In themoment
with the movement

Life changed
Nocrash
no thunder

no longer the same
Who
New

you

Camren Brocklehurst
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CALIFORNIA AND OREGON TEACHER NEWS

T'AI CHI CIIIH A FEATURED EVENT AT
CALIFORNIA'S WHOLE LIFE EXPO IN SAN FRANCISCO
On Saturday, April 23,1994, Margaret Weber, Ph.D. was a featured speaker on
T'ai Chi Chih at the Whole Life Expo. Margaret is an acupuncturist and health
professional. She also teaches T'ai Chi Chih as a method of sglf-healing for her clients.
Her one-hour lecture on T'ai Chi Chih, attended by close to 100 people, was recorded and
later sold as tapes.
Several teachers from the Bay Area also assisted in the
presentation by performing the entire TCC form. Those teachers
were Hope Ridley, Lois Mahaney, Darlene Ross and Linda Braga.
A student of Margaret's also performed with the group.
The one-hour presentation was well received. Many people
got up and spontaneously started doing the movements at the back
of the room.
An audio tape of Margaret's talk, #L135, is available from
Cassette Enterprises, 516 S. Oak Knoll #5, Pasadena, CA 91101
for $8.00 plus $2 Yh 1-4 tapes.
A seated version of TCC was also demonstrated. There was a person'there in a
wheelchair taking notes !
Flyers, a Bay Area Teacher Referral list, and business cards were available as
people left and many indicated an interest in taking classes. We hope to be invited back to
the next Whole Life

Expo.

!h

*

,r. )F

:F

Darlene Ross, San Jose, CA. My new TCC class at Fremont's Center for Wellbeing is
going to go. I have a very small class but I told them I was willing to teach anyone who
was willing to leam. So far, they are going to allow us to have a class even though it is a
small one. I am having fun.
* * :r. {. ,r.
Elizabeth Tyler, Lake Oswego, OR continues to actively expand her teaching of T'ai
Chi Chih. Her new brochure titled 'Paths to Wellness" describes the art of self mastery as
experienced through TCC meditation. Elizabeth wishes to share this poem by an
anonymous author which she uses in her classes:
Breathing in,

I calm body and mind..
Breathing out,I smile.

Dwelling in the present moment,

ffi

I know this is the only moment.
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T'AI CHI CHIH TEACIIER TRAINING

FEEDBACK

April 18-23, 1994, Techny, IL
Barbara Peller

As I sat to write this short article on the Teachers' Course we've just completed here in the
Chicagoland area I turned to a quote from Justin in the December 1993 Vital Force, which reads: "Each
Teachers' Course is a chance to develop new jewels and a force for "good" in the wodd." Each of the nine
new TCC teachers, who received their teacher training and certificate this week, just sparkled with light and
love and radiated joy and humility, as well as enthusiasm and flexibility. We shared a wonderful week at a
retreat center complete with a beautiful pond where ducks and geese were nesting, and where trees were
budding and the whole earti seemed to be awakening and greening before our eyes. Each day, the bare
branches filled and ripened, as Steve and the candidates and renewing teachen who were staying at the retreat
center practiced TCC outdoors by day, shared meals, and went on outings to the nearby Botanical Gardens
and BaTIaiTemple.
The teacher trainings at night were enhanced by the presence of over eleven local teachers, who
aftended as their schedules pennitted. By Satudan we had over 30 people in attendance.

All

the candidates were well prepared for the course by their TCC teachers, and offered

presentations thatflowed from theirhearts and touchedour hears with adniration and inspiration.

I am grateful to have had the opportunity to sponsor the course as the final note of my
conribution to the spirit of the TCC communily in Chicagoland. I am, as I write, just five days from the
time I will be moving to northwest Wisconsin, where I will be manied in August. Come the Fall, I am
certain I will begin offering TCC classes and helping to birth a new TCC community of students and future
teachers.

I am thankful to Steve for his wise and skillful ways of assisting us all through the evolutionary
opporftnities each teachers' raining coune holds.
I an also grateful to Liz and Lois for all the materials they supplied relating to The Vital Force
and the TCC movement, and to Jean Katus for her help in making Good Karma teaching materials,
including Justin's new video, available at the course for the convenience of new teachers and already
established teirchers.
I encouraged Patty, Don, Marcie, Christa Donna, Menie Fran, Mary Louise, Claire, and David to
take Justin's words to heart by simply being the jewels that you are and through teaching TCC, serving as a

fuce for "good" in the world.
In the spirit of the blessing of

Chi,

Barbara

Chicago Teacher Training--April l99a

?a

EVENTS FEEDBACK

ALBUQUERQUE MEDITATION RETREAT
lnis Mahaney, San Lorenzo, CA

Justin Stone was the instructor at a Meditation Retreat held in Albuquerque, NM on April 8-10,
1994. Cannen Brocklehurst coordinated the event which was aftended by 37 people. The retreat center
afforded pleasant and inspiring accommodations in a setting conducive to the purpose of the retreaL Several
meditations were taught and practiced with time in between for walks, visiting, and solitude. Each day
began with T'ai Chi Chih in the courtyard as tlle sun rose over Sandia Peak. Various teachers led the
practice sessions.
Those who didn't leave the area until Monday were greeted in the morning by a
3-4" blanket of snow which, fortunately, was quickly melted on the freeway. Each tree along the route
wore abeautiful filigree on their beginning-toleaf branches--it was like fairyland.
Thanks to Justin and Carmen (and the other Albuqerque teachers who helped) for this most
pleasant, instructive, and inspiring weekend.

A TIME OT WONDER, QUIET AND

JOY

Meditation Reueat April 8-10, 1994, Albuquerque, NM
Serene, quiet, and open are words that describe the Dominican Retreat Center where we held the
three day Meditation Reteat led by Justin. No sooner did some anive than they left bundles and baggage in
their room and went outside to share in the panorama of stars and the thunder of silence felt in the New

Mexico night sky.

The place was unassutning. It was as the brochure read, a Retreat Center. Participants rrived
from everywhere, east coast, west coast and parts in-between. It was to be a memorable three days,

including being able to watch our faces change from being engrossed, wonie4 and looking uneasy from
trying to live lives as most people do, to being brighl clear, and joyful. We were artfully helpe6 by
Justin, to remember the way home.
Once again, we were given the opportunity to become aware that right in the middle of our busy
lives is serenity. We have all the wisdom we need right now. Right here, in the middle of ourselves is all
the love we could ever hope for of want.
We watched ourselves share with each other in beautiful ways, sometines listening, sometimes
being listened to, always with the warmest of affection. Our inner and outer voices were heard, by Justin,

andby each other.
We'left with a feeling that this had been a nourishing, life enhancing thing o do. The weekend
had been well spent and Justin with his love, as always, had shared his bread and we felt the fullness of life.
Thank you Justin for sharing so beautifully and thank you to all who came to participate, it was
great to be with you.
Lots of Love and Share the Chi
Carnen Brocklehurst

Albuquerque Meditation Reneat--April 1994
2$

SEUAKU: GETTING STONE.D

NM
They came to Albuquerque on Saturday, Febry-y,19, 1994^ftom all larts of the
United Staies: New Jersey, Caiifo*ia, Norttr-Carolina, Arizona,.preg.on,.Washington,
Illinois, Iowa, Colorado, Ndw Mexico and Montana to participate with us i! the eighth year
of S.i3uto Teacher's Training. Most of the teache?s had never met Justin and were
Oetighi,ed to have the opportunity. It didnt take long to.recognize how much ye aq had in
com-mon. By Sunday'rirorning Justin let us know with total confidence, that we were
moving as a froup. We were home and at home with lustin and Seijaku.
-It
Carmen Brocklehurst" Albuquerque,

was a wonderful weekend. We had 27 new participants and 25 au{i1ing teachers
who met at ttre Holiday Inn - Midtown - Arium Ballroom. J,o!i1, being.the Master that he
is, conneyed the depth and essence of Seijaku with flowing-alili-ty and grace. With each
*aist" ealtr movement of the trairOs and bending of *re knees we watched Justin
puinf a wonderful picture inside of us. We began to feel what w_e -wgre yisua{V taking in
ind to realize that'each cell of our bodies wasleing transformed, being brought to a new
level of heightened awareness, to Serenity in the Midst of Activity.
Weieft on Monday knowing thaf we had participated in a most amazingevent; that
it hadn'r blen just anothei weekend'. Life that s6metinies can seem 'very daily' would no

io-titfti,

hold the-lSqy.tothe strength, confidence and
i;g;Ui ttrai *ay. Seijaku truly_does
'Getting
high on f!fi, is the way, ffT1y *e got Stone-d.
*rfit*c" that life really is good.
rc *" nrry gtut fot to iustiil for having b-roulht Seijaku to us and for his awesome abitty
to be able to share it Thank You, Justin.
"Directory Updates"
Thank you and congratulations to the New Seijaku Teachers who are listed on

in this issue.
A special thanks to all the 25 loving supportive Seijaku Teachers auditing the course. You helped

create a loving space that made the Seijaku Teacher's Training a memorable experienq. and P extra special
thank you m fo Almao for helping toassist Justin. We all felt very special because You all were here.

Albuquerque Seijaku Teacher Training-Rbnrary
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TIIE IIARD AND SOFT OF SEUAKU
Noel Altman, Redmond, WA

Just over five years ago, in Monterey, CA, I was accredited to teach Seijaku. I had been a Tai Chi
Chih teacher for five months. I was quite overwhetned by Seijaku-it was so much more powerful than
T'ai Chi Chih!
On the "hard" part, I pushed so hard that my whole body shook. I had a great deal of difficulty in
trying to go "soft". Most of the time, I really could not let go enough to feel soft.
After that training, I found that it trook an incredible amount of willpower to practice Seijaku; I
practiced rarely. I felt likel was just beginning in Seijaku, and even though I had been accredited the same
weekend I had learned it, there was no way I could have or would have attempted to teach iL
It was tlree years before I could asend another training. Again, I pushed very hard, but not quite
as hard, and I could feel a little more of the "soft" and for a longer time.
The next year I audited the Seijaku training. "Soft" was possible. "Hardn was less hard-- more
intent and more pushing from the T'an Tien. This shift in emphasis was one that Ed bad been telling me
about for quite awhile, but now I could finally do it--it felt right to me.
This last training (February, 1994) had a big impact on me. As those of you who were there
lnow, I was sick with a sinus infection. Justin said to the goup, "We didn't know if she would be able to
attend." I lnew I would attend. What else could help me more?
This time, the 'hard' was the least externally visible it had ever been, but was full of intent. The
bigger
shift was that I could really feel the soft; I muld let the intent be soft, too. I let go of even
even
uGo
thinking-about the next "hard" part coming up, which I had been doing prior to the training.
no
intent"
completely soft" meant to let go of the thoughts, as well as the physical exeftion. Absolutely
but SOFT. It was a different feeling for me, a nice feeling. I could be SOFI in Seijaku.
Justin said, "Don't rush; if you are rushing, ask yourself why you are." I had been rushing when I
was mentally preparing to go hard white I was still in the "soft" time. Now I am letting the hard come into
being when it is time, and not before.
I think of the cat whose body is completely soft, but at the split second it needs to, can spring to
action. I ory to let go of my Seijaku and instead listen to when it is time to be hard, when it is time to be

soft.

Seijaku Poem

Sr. Adria Neumann, Seijaku Teacher Training Panicipant
Palm heat
spreading

Image exploding

Aura surround
healing for others
Selfunbound!

Airy Expansion

Inner strength
nsmS
Vocal response
Confidence building
Leadership power!

Feather softness
rooted hardness
Chi releasing:
Seijaku contrast!

Kaleidoscope Light
beyond earthly sight!

Holding fast Letting go
Wisdom space
Enlightened
3l

REF'LECTIONS ON SEUAKU TRAINING AND T'AI CHI CHIH
Virginia Harford, Sandia Park, NM
I attended the February Seijaku training in Albuquerque and have been doing the
movements every other day. A TCC teacher asked me what I thought of them. I said, "I
felt more chi in doing Seijaku, and it will take a while for me to access how beneficial they
will be. [,et me know if I look different in a month from now!'r
In doing Seijaku, I especially like the feeling of breathing out and breathing in.
Justin emphasized "holding fast" and "letting go." As Justin reiterated, there is more letting
go than holding fast.

When we are inhaling (letting go), we are filling up, we are
experiencing inspiration, we are creating. In that moment we are open,
waiting to be fiIled by breath, by Diving inspiration.

The inhalation comes naturally. We are being filled with all good energies. When
we let go of the old, we make room for the new. Letting go is most profound, I have
found. Each person will make his or her own connection to its relevance in life, whatever
is applicable at the time. When we filIup, we expand our personalities as well as our
breath. We have a wider perspective of the world and our own lives. Possibly there are
many rnore subtleties ttran we realize at first in doing the Seijaku movements!
Being with a teacher like Justin is inspiring. The teaching is important but also the
presence. He had a calm, serene, loving attitude while teaching Seijaku. Justin was
encouraging and had a dry sense of humor at times. As an artist and musician, he is
probably alert and questioning a good deal of the time.
A newcomer to this area, I moved to Sandia Park in January from Sedona, Arizona.
I am enjoying living in the country and driving to the city. Doing T'ai Chi Chih for several
years has helped me immensely. I had been in a car accident in 1989 and had debilitating
lover back pain and fatigue. I now have no back pain, have more energy and keener
hearing and sense of smell. These are a few of the reinons I am enthusiastic about teaching
T'ai Chi Chih.
In Japan, a person who has achieved greatly in the arts or a particular field is given
the honor of being designated a "National Treasure." Justin Stone, in my opinion, is one
of Albuquerque's "National Treasures."
I owe a grateful thank you to Justin for teaching T'ai Chi Chih and Seijaku, and for
tending its development and improvement like a conscientious gardener.

'

Open-hearted

Feeling the Chi flowing

Surrender ...

thru every fiber of my being

Wanting not...
Lacking no-thing

Feeling the [,ove flowing
thru my Heart, my Mind.

And having 'All' ...
At One in

My Soul

Peace!

Joy Joy Joy

Ralph Garn, Symcuse, NY

Joy

Fred Muckel, Fremont, CA
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A JOURNEY WITII T'AI CHI CHIII
Theda Gillespie*

T'ai Chi Chih and I met in old Mexico at Rio Caliente Health Spa 14 years ago. Catherine Elber
came there during a Yoga workshop to demonstrate T'ai Chi Chih. t took a few private lessons with her at
that time. It was study on my own until 1981 or 1932. (I do not have my records here in New Zealand so
cannot give exact dates.) The next step was o take private lessons from Richard Brier at Ojai, CA. Here I
first met Justin Stone and purchased his yellow book of Tai Chi Chih. Again I practiced alone for a year
or so.

Step number three was when six of us met in Denver, CO at Steve and Lia Ridley's for the Tai
Chi Chih Teacher's Training Course. The intensive week long course was finalized on Saturday, May 14,
1983.

This is my seventeenth year at Rio Caliente Health Spa and I have had good classes with much
interest there when I taught after being accredited to teach. There is no extra charge for the T'ai Chi Chih
classes to Spa guests. Many guests are curious to see what T'ai Chi is like. Most guests are not there
long enough to really become serious students. However, we do have two excellent teachers who have
come from these classes, namely, Hannah He&ick and Beuy Comey. The Mexican guests arc quite keen to
learn and respond quickly. We bave a mirrored wall so they can see all the movements quite easily . Many
do not speak English, so the mirror is a great tool to use.
One noticeable difference in New Zealandclasses is the absence of males. Perhaps one or two in a
class of seventeen.
We had a very exciting time on February 12. It was the Chinese Community New Year's dinner
and celebration. I was invited to give a T'ai Chi Chih demonstration. I invited three students to join in the
demonsfiation. It was delighdul. The interest was great and all 200 Chinese were quiet. The children were
exceptionally well behaved. It was noticed by the three Kiwi snrdents and myself that there was no liquor at
this "Chinese Year of the Dog" celebration. Below is a photo aken at the celebration demonstration.
At present four Chinese are emolled in T'ai Chi Chih clirsses. I have three two hour classes with
forty-eight enrolled. My other two classes on Secrets of Good Health and Well-Being have 32 enrolled.
My desire o help people in every way has kept me learning all the health therapies I am qualified
to teach and practice. Love All, Serve All as taught by Sri Sathya Sai Baba with his teachings on Truth,
Right Living, Peace, Love and Non-violence keep me motivated to love all and serve all.
*Theda lives in New Zealand half the year and receives mail in Medford, OK the other half. During
Septerrber and October she teaches Tai Cbi Chih six days a week in Guadalajara, Mexico.

Theda & Students at Chinese New Year Celebration, Napier, NZ 1994
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T'AI CHI CIIIH IN SWITZERLAND
letter from John Lash
I met Justin Stone at the Open Mind Book Store through the owner Rick Cramer. I was working
on my Master's degee in religious philosophy at the University of New Mexico and specializing in Taoist
philosophy. At that time (1974),I had been a Taoist for six years. Having the philosophy, I decided it was
time to begin learning Tai Chi which I consider the doorway to the sacred female world of the Tao. Justin
was offering his course in T'ai Chi Chih so I signed up.
In 1975, I began my study of Tai Chi Ch'uan with the Sun-Moon Circle of the Northern Shao-lin
and continued my T'ai Chi Chih practice. Justin offered a teacher's course in Albuquerque in October of

I was certified as a teacher.
My school is the Harmonious Dragon T'ai Chi School in Bem, Switzerland. Last year, we began
the first Taoist temple in Switzerland. We are the Sun-Moon Circle of the Northern Shao-lin White Crane
1981 and that is when

Taoists. The purpose of our school, as I described in my boolq The T'ai Chi Journey, is to help the student
to understand that Tai Chi is not a hobby but a pathway back to the sacred universe of the Mother Tao that
existed before Yang domination desuoyed it with aggression competitioq and separation. We consider our
school the Womb of the Mother Tao where the student comes to be born again into the Oneness of the
female way of love and compassion. It is only the return to seeing the love for Mother Earth that can save
our planet and continue the great sEeam of life that flows tbrough the Tao.
T'ai Chi Chih has a special place in our school but is not the only discipline. We teach Taoist
meditation, sacred Taoist dance, Chi Gung massage, T'ai Chi Ch'uan, T'ai Chi Saber, T'ai Chi Flute, Tai
Chi Staff, Tai Chi self-defense, erc. Further, we provide free self-defense lessons to the elderly. Another of
our activities is to provide escorts for women who are afraid to walk across the city at nights.
All snrdents in the school learn T'ai Chi Chih. We consider T'ai Chi Chih a great discipline for
health (Nei Gung) and spiritual development and an essential part of our t€aching. However, Tai Chi Chih
cannot be used for self-defense and cannot replace T'ai Chi Ch'uan as the basic T'ai Chi discipline.

The Swiss are very open to T'ai Chi

Chih. When I give Taoist seminars, T'ai Chi Chih

movements are one of the most popular aspects of fhe seminar. I have noticed that Swiss seniors are much
more timid about trying physical activity, at least from the oriental disciplines, than American seniors.
T'ai Chi Chih is the perfect way to introduce Swiss seniors to Tai Chi and gives them confidence in their
bodies and their ability to learn. I am the official Tai Chi teacher for the Gray Panthers here in Bem.
Lao Tzu said, "Live close to the land" and so I live on a famr with my wife and four children aged
12, 10,9 and 5, all of whom are learning T'ai Chi. For the past five years, w9 have lived in the farming
village of Uettligen and our address is: Eunibubel2, 3043 Uettligen, Switzerland

I raise hay, pigs, ponies, sheep and chickens. I am also an author having written The T'ai Chi
Journey and Cowboy Stories from East Texas. My new manuscript, Wu Chi and T'ai Chi: Return to the
Sacred Universe. is at the publishers. My next work will be in cooperation with the Swiss theologian,
Martin Bieler, and will be a comparison of raoism and Protestant christianity.
Please invite Tai Chi Chih people to come by and visit the school and temple if they are ever in
Switzerland and give my love o Jusdn. My new book mentions him and Tai Chi Chih in tle dedication.
May the Mother Tao always be with you!
HARMOMSCHE DRACHEN.
Bern, Switzerland

STRENGTII IN APPROACH
A Biographical Sketch of Lia Ridley
My life experiences have contributed to my present
understanding and proficiency in teaching. A running theme
throughout my life from the earliest years has been
"overcoming obstacles." In my native country of Romania,
I spoke Hungarian for the first six years of my life. When I
entered kindergarten I didnt speak Romanian, the prominent
national language. Because I was forced to speak it in
school, I devised a plan to learn it quickly in order to avoid
being separated from my peer group. After overcoming this
challenge I felt that it was possible to successfully conquer
any future challenges that might confront me.
In Communist Romania, due to being Jewish,I was
not allowed to continue schooling beyond the fifth grade
level. Though I had earned top grades, had won awards and
possessed teacher endorsements, the government's policy

was rigidly

fixed. After weighing my situation,

my

responsive plan was to train as a dancer, which necessitated
that I leave my family. Fortunately, in the eleventh hourmy
family and I received our passports to Israel. Though this
was welcome news the transition of leaving Romania was
difficult and fearful. We had to depart rapidly, leaving tle
majority of our belongings
Once in Israel, at age l2,I had to learn my third
language, with its unique alphabet system. My second
major adjustment was to fit into a new culture, to assimilate
its customs and to make new friends. In two years I leamed
As a storyteller, Lia presents
Hebrew, became comfortable in the Israeli culture and had
inspirational and cultural
several good friends. At age 14I moved with my family to
vignettes from her life in
the United States. We settled in Denver because my father's
which she includes singing
brother had lived there for several years and had secured a
anddanct.
work position for my father.
As a young teen in this culture, I found my most challenging life situation. I was
placed in a special education remedial reading class, only because I was non-English
speaking. In the early sixties, English as a Second Language (ESL) was unavailable in
Denver schools. Within the first two years I was able to adequately learn English, adjust to
the culture and make new friends.
In spite of all the challenges and perhaps because of them, given my particular
character and personality, not only survived but began to thrive personally and
professionally. I realized that people approach challenges in various ways, bgt of primq
importance is the overcoming itself. We become stronger by continually pushing beyond
oui former level of accomplishment in order to increase our capacities for personal
expression and enjoyment.

I
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KARMIC KOMMENTS

- from Good Karma Publishing
Jean Katus, Publisher

Comments about New Video
Many teachers and their students have responded positively to the
new Justin Stone video. We thought you might like to hear a sampling of
some of the comments, from one who enjoyed "...getting that sense of
Justin" to another who expressed that Justin's explanations are "...more
explicit [than the other video], lighter." Other examples of remarks we've
heard are:

"The content of the instruction is good."
"The new video is so nice to include 'Pulling Taffy'." Students like
the fact that Justin does both the teaching and the practice session. "The overall quality of
the video is much better than the old one. The audio was very poor on the older video.
This new one is easy to understand. I like the dolphin sweatshirt Justin is wearing."
'[Justin is] a good teacher."
"The cutting back and forth between full body shots and partial body shots makes it
much easier to understand what the different parts of the body need to do at different points
during the movements."
If you've not yet seen the new video and have not yet purchased any copies for
your classes, you will surely want to do so. You can tell from the comments that those
who have used it are pleased with it. As mentioned previously, even if you offer other
practice videos to your students, you'll also want them to have a record of the originator
instructing in the movements and providing a "practice partner" when you, their teacher,
cannot be there with them.

Conference Orders
It is not too early to consider what materials you might want to purchase at the
conference. The advantage is that you can simply pick up your books and tapes at the
Good Karma table and you won't have to pay shipping charges. Because it is always a
challenge to know what quantities of which titles we should have on hand, we ask that if
you want specific titles reserved for you at the conference, you drop a note with those
numbers and titles so we receive the information by July 15th.
Making Materials Available
We are fully aware that some teachers are not comfortable "selling" books and tapes
to their students. Even if you, as a teacher, do not display or talk about the Good Karma
materials in your classes, we ask that you provide your students with ordering information.
If you would like additional copies of the catalog and/or order form sent to you for use in
your classes, please let us

know.

(See next page)
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New Credit Card Charges
Though we will not discourage anyone from using a Visa or MasteCard when
ordering materials (the only way we take phone and Fax orders), we want to let you know
that our fees for these services have been raised. In addition to the 4Vo we are assessed for
every transaction, as of April 1 we now must also pay $1 per phone call to have every
crcdit transaction approved. If it is just as convenient for you to pay with a check or money
order, we would appreciate your helping us in this way.

A

Note on Phone Orders

The Good Karma message on the answering machine states that you need to leave
your address and phone number along with whatever other information is necessary. For
teachers whose addresses and phone numbers are curent in the directory, you needn't
leave that information on the machine.

I

look forward to seeing you at the 20th Anniversary Conference!!
GENERAL POINTS ABOUT T'AI CHI CHIH PRACTICE
Jean Katus, Fort Yates, N.D.

Justin has asked me to make available a handout I sometimes use in my classes. If
any teachers are interested, you can contact me and ask for a copy of "Points." The
handout consists of thiee pages of reminders about the movements, divided into two
sections: "General points for all movements" and "General points for individual
movements." It is not intended to be a substitute for the text or video but is meant as a
quick reference for students to use along with the main class materials, the text and video.

UPDATING LIST OF TRAVELING TBACHERS
Lois Mahaney, San Lorenzo, CA
VFJ does have a list of teachers who are willing to travel to teach,
even out of their immediate area--but the list is about three years old and in
checking it, we noticed that several have moved, changed their names, etc.
It would be helpful if anyone who has previously indicated,
anyone who wants to indicate that they are willing to travel to teach, would
give us the following information:

How far would you be willing to travel?

Please send this information directly to Lois Mahaney, Editor,
The Vital Force,1633 Via Amigos, San Lorenzo, CA 94580.

She

is the 'keeper' of the

requests for traveling teachers.

database and

will try to answer any

Things for you to consider so you'll be ready when a referral call is
made to you:

1. How many students will you require to hold a teaching session?
2. Will you stay for a week, several days, have a long weekend?
3. Approximate cost for the session/per student?/for a group?
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CONTACTS FOR

T'AI CHI CHIH

Justin Stone: Origlnator of T'ai Chi Chih
Conductor of Seijaku (Advanced'ltC) Courses
Lectures on T'ai Chi Chilt and Spiritual l-il'e
12440 Chelwood'frail, NE, Albuquerque NM 871 l2
lean Katus: (701/854-74-59): FAX 701/854-20&1
Steve Rirlley: (303/322-7?l?) 1921 Jasrnine
- Publisher, Good Karma Publishittg, lttc'
Denver, CO 80220 Sniritual Head

ot

Street,

of
Courses
- Teacher Renewal workshops
- Exploring Meditative Wayi Wortshops
- Lectures & group practices in T'ai Chi Cltih
- his creative works and suplnrtive materials
Liz Salada: (510/27g-3263)

- Distributor of T'ai Chi Chih
instructional materials and others
related to spiritual practice
- contact for teacher refenals

T'ai Chi Chih and conductor
,Teacher Accreditation

- Pubrisher,

rhe vitar
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Lois Mahaney: (510/276-5718)
- Editor' The Vital Fcnce

Force
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- update to
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MAIN DISTRIBUTORS OF T'AI CHI CHIII MATEITIALS

Published by Good Kanna Publishing,Ittc., Box 511, Ft' Yates, ND 58538
'7011854-7459
Jean Katus
ND, Ft. Yates
7011232-5579
Christeen Mclain
ND, Fargo
NM, Albuquerque, Cannen Brocklehurst 5051299'0562

BC Canada

Victoria '

Guadalupe

Buclrwald

Jeaune Engett
Bemidji
CA, San Leandro Liz Salada
Parnela'Iowne
CA, Camarillo
Susan Webster
CA, El Cajon

MN,

6041385-6748

2l8l75l-3173
51U278-3263
8051987'3607
6L91441-1165

TEACIIER DIRECTORY REFERRAL PROJECT
VFJ is projecting the new TCC Teacher Directory will be published by August 1994. As an
outreach measure, all accredited teachers were contacted through the mailing of the March issue which
contained a prepaid response postcard. If you have not, returned the card, please do so immediately. Please
confirm the accuracy of the inforrration re your curent address, phone number, name change, etc. to assist
us in tlis importantreferral project Teachers accredited before August will also be included.

ARDA TCC TEACHER GITOUPS
The following people, at the pfesent time, are contacts one carl make to get infomation about
TCC teacher gfoups that meet in valious areas of the country. If there arc any that we have missed, please
Iet us know so they can be addecl to tlre list. Tbe area meelings are great ways to generate and maintain
enthusiasm for TCC, renew friendships, share ideas about classes, plan workshops, got publicity for TCC,
plan practice sessions for the public etc": Roxanne Post, Riviera , AZ 60217 58-6617
Patn Towtte, Camarillo, CA 805/987-3607
Liz Salada, CA (SF Bay Area) 5101278-3263
Susan Webster, San Diego, CA 6I91441-t165
Merry Lynn Noble, CO (Denver tuea) 303/980-6861
Connie Hycle, New Mexico (Albuquetque area) 505/281-1040
Joan Tonance, Beavertou, OR 503/579-8451
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TIIE VITAL FORCE Jountal of T'ai Clti Cltih
is published quarterly on a not for profit basis by
The Vital Force, 1477-155ttt Avenue,
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San Leandro, CA 94578

Liz Salada Publisher; Lois Mahaney, Editor
Yearly subscription: $20.00; $25.00 outside
of U.S. and first class rnailing option (See belorv.)
If teachers would like extrir copies of THE VITAL
FORCE for their students, please send $2.50 tbr each
copy desired. Back issues are available tbr 1991,

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

for THE VTIAL FORCE JOURNAL
of T'ai Chi Chih
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1992 and 1993 at $10 per year.

Copyright @

Summer

1994

by THE VITAL FORCE, San Leandro, CA 94578.
All righs reserved. Reproduction or use in any
manner of the wbole or pan of his document
without prior written permission of the publisher
is prohibited. Printed in the U.S.A.

( )Teacher

( ) Student,
( ) Interested person
(
(
(
(

VITAL FORCB JOURNAL OPERATIONS:
PUBLISHING AND MAILING SCHEDULE: BUIK

) Renewal or ( ) New subscription
) My subscription is current but please
note changes in address, etc. on your
mailing list.
) I would like to r€serve a copy of the
1994 Teacher Directory.
) I would like to make a donation of
to assist VFJ projects
(outreach and referral to teachers).

mailed quarterly-to subscriben only-during these
months: March, June, September, and December.
Additional special issues as announced.

INQUIRIES: If you have not rcceived your issue !y
the 30th of tlese months, please contact us.
We are offering a first class mailing option

Phone (
Address

to those who regularly have ditficulty receivirtg bulkmail. If you choose it, your subscription mte will
cost an additional $5.00/year to cover the extra
expense for special lnndling (and you'll have

Zio

=

'guaranteed delivery').

Subscription options:

SLEMITTING INFORMATION: Deadlines are now
by the tst of the preceding month of issue (i.e.

$-($20/year,

Enclosed is
rate in U.S.)

February, May, August, and November), unless
indicated otherwise. Lengthy articles should be typed
and double spaced to be considered for pint.
FAX service is available, if you are in need of first
delivery of your VFJ submittal. Our FAX is
5101276-5541. You will also be responsible tbr
covering our expense for receiving your FAX.
Cosc $2.50 for first page, $1. eaclr additional, plus
25 cens for cover letter which should be addressed to
YFIlLiz Salada and include our phone number
5101278-3?,f3. This way we will be infonned when

for

bulk mail
year(s) subscription.

Rate for Canada and others prefeffing

$-

lst-class delivery: enclosed is
($25lyear)
year(s) subscription.

for

Make chects/money order in U.S. dollars
payable
The Vital Force
1477 - 155th Avenue
San kandro, CA 94578

to:

your communication arrives. Thank you.
30

March

Hold summer in your heart
Lifi yourface to'the sun each day
Remember your Grandmother of the South
And know she's not left you
The heat of suntmer blazed quickly
And was gone...Don't feel alone
Hold summer in your heart
And love the clean btue stE of fau
Watch the leaves turn one by one
She returns to touch themwith gold
To light the slqt withfire
HoId summer in your heart

1994
Summer Solstice Issue of

The Vital Force
Journal of T'ai Chi Chih
1477 - 155th Avenue
San [,eandro, CA 94578

Loretta Shiver
Albuquerque, NM

How do

I

know

if

my

subscription is due? The mailing
label on the envelope in which your
VFJ arrives has your subscription
expiration date printed to the right
of your name (e.9. 95/03 which
means your subscription is paid
throughMalch 1995).

If you happen to discard the

envelope before noting this

information, expired subscriptions
are noted above by a red "PAST
DUE" starrp. When you check this
information and act with a timely
subscription renewal, it saves VFJ
the resources of materials, funds,
and time! Thank you for your
conscientious assistance.
Chicago Teacher Training--April 1994

Justin Stone is the Originator of Tai Chi Chih! Joy Thru Movemenl
Steve Ridley is the Spiritual Head of Tai Chi Chih.
This journal is dedicated to Tai Chi Chih teachers and practitioners worldwide.
May it serve you in "Knowing the Real."
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